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ABSTRACT 
 

An approach is presented for determining which parameters defining the features in 
a CAD model need to be modified, and by what amount, to optimize component 
performance.  It uses sensitivities computed for the parameters to determine the 
change required in each to optimize the component.  Parametric sensitivity is 
computed by combining a measure of boundary movement due to a parameter 
perturbation, known as design velocity, and an adjoint sensitivity map over the 
boundary.  The sensitivity map results from an adjoint analysis and approximates the 
change in objective function (performance) due to a movement of the boundary. 
Gradient based optimization is used based on the parametric sensitivities. 

This presented method is significantly less computationally expensive than 
alternative approaches, and has the advantage that optimization is based on the 
parameters defining the CAD model, allowing it to be integrated into design 
workflows.  The efficiency of the approach allows all of the parameters in the CAD 
model to be used as optimization variables, potentially offering better optimization.  
The work is immune to many of the issues hampering existing approaches. 
 
Keywords: Sensitivity analysis, Adjoint methods, Design velocity, Shape optimization 
DOI: 10.3722/cadaps.2012.253-268 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of a fully integrated design process requires that design decisions are made and implemented 
using computational tools managed within a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system.  Many 
current approaches to design optimization are based on changing the shape or topology of the model 
independently of its CAD representation [3,10], or base the optimization on meshed representations of 
the model [15].  With these approaches shape changes cannot easily be fed back into the design 
workflow, and therefore do not fit within the goal of a fully integrated design process. 

In modern CAD systems parameters control the dimensions of the features which make up the 
shape of the model.  In [21] the boundary representation (BRep) control points are used as design 
parameters.  Another method of implementing the optimization within a fully integrated design 
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process is to use the CAD parameters as optimization variables.   CAD models can be defined by a 
large number of parameters, meaning that this approach is not widely used, because determining the 
magnitude of change required in each to improve performance is extremely difficult. 

A typical approach for determining the effect of each parameter is the finite difference approach 
[6, 16] where an analysis is run for the initial unperturbed model, and a further analysis run after the 
perturbation of each parameter variable in turn.  The difference in the perturbed component 
performance and the unperturbed performance is the sensitivity.  However for a model with n design 
variables this approach requires n+1 analyses [19], where each analysis will require the CAD model 
geometry to be prepared for analysis, and a mesh generated.  For simple models and analyses this is 
computationally expensive.  For complex models with thousands of parameters which require manual 
geometry clean-up, this is unfeasible. 

In an attempt to simplify the task of using parameters in a CAD model as optimization variables it 
is common for designers to use their experience and judgment to select, or specifically create, a small 
number of parameters which are deemed to be the most useful for optimizing the component.  The 
downside of this is that it inherently reduces the design space of the optimization, limiting the 
amount of improvement possible.  It is also possible the designer may not have a sufficient experience 
and engineering judgment to determine which parameters in the model are the most suitable 
optimization variables, which may result in parameters which have a considerable effect on 
performance not being selected.  In general, to achieve a good improvement in performance, the 
number of parameters used as optimization variables should be kept large. 

An efficient approach to optimization when there are a large number of design variables is to use 
adjoint analysis [12] which computes the sensitivity of an objective function to a small movement of 
the model boundary, e.g. to a surface mesh nodal position.  The efficiency of the adjoint approach is 
that after the initial analysis of the unperturbed component only one further analysis is required to 
compute the adjoint sensitivity map, for a single set of optimization constraints. More information on 
this is given in section 3.  The results can then be used to predict the change in objective function due 
to any number of shape perturbations without the need for more analysis.   

Although adjoint methods have been used for optimization for many years, the focus of this 
paper is to improve performance using sensitivity values calculated by linking adjoint sensitivity maps 
with the boundary movements caused by perturbing the parameters defining the features in CAD 
models [2].  Combining the adjoint sensitivity map with the movement of the boundary provides an 
efficient approach to optimization, where only two analyses are required for adjoint optimization 
regardless of the number of parameters (for each set of constraints).  This not only reduces the time 
required for the analysis, but also the associated geometry clean-up and meshing tasks are 
significantly reduced.  As only one adjoint analysis is required to compute the sensitivity map, the 
main computational expense in the proposed approach is computing the boundary movement caused 
by perturbing each parameter.  This means that providing the boundary movement can be computed 
efficiently, the number of parameters in the CAD models will not have a significant impact on the 
expense of the optimization. 

The motivation of this paper is to present a procedure which allows efficient optimization to be 
based on all of the feature parameters in the CAD model, and which is applicable to any type of model 
in most feature based CAD systems.  Existing approaches are limited to parameter perturbations 
which do not cause the model boundary topology to change, or analytical approaches which are only 
available for certain feature types.  The key to this approach is the computation of boundary 
movement which is measured using “design velocity”.  This work utilizes faceted representations of 
the original and perturbed geometries for this task. 

Parametric sensitivity is the rate of change of the objective function (i.e. the improvement in 
performance) with respect to small changes in the parameter values.  Parametric sensitivities are 
computed by combining the values in the sensitivity map with the design velocity caused by the 
perturbation of each parameter.  It should be noted that the parameter perturbation must be such that 
the movement of the boundary is small.  Once computed the change in performance caused by a 
parameter perturbation is normalized with respect to a unit perturbation to allow the benefit obtained 
by perturbing each parameter in the model to be compared.  This information allows the most 
important parameters for the purposes of optimization to be identified.  Given the sensitivities for all 
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of the CAD parameters it is feasible to make engineering judgments such as the best parameters to be 
considered in an optimization study. 

The success of the described approach at improving component performance is dependent upon 
the design variables used in the optimization, which for the examples in this paper range from being 
one user selected parameter in a finite element analysis model, to industrial CAD models where 
hundreds of parameters in the model are considered.  It is demonstrated in the paper that one of the 
main benefits of this work is the ability to consider all of the parameters in the CAD model as 
optimization variables, therefore increasing the design space for the optimization without having to 
modify the CAD model in any way. 

2 PARAMETERIZED CAD MODELS 

In modern CAD systems component models are constructed by combining a number of modeling 
features to create the desired shape.  Each of the features in the model is defined using existing 
geometry in the model (e.g. a sketch or previous modeling feature), and feature parameters which 
specify attributes for the feature (e.g. the length or angle of a particular aspect of the feature). 

An extruded boss feature for example can be created by sweeping a sketch a certain distance in 
the normal direction to the sketch plane.  In this instance the sweep distance is a parameter.  What is 
not obvious is that in most CAD systems a parameter can also be specified to define the position of 
the other end of the extruded boss relative to the sketching plane.  If the designer elects not to specify 
a value for this parameter, some CAD systems will set the value of this parameter to 0mm by default.  
For most features there are many options which create and specify the values of parameters in the 
model, however due to the nature of the CAD system the designer may not be aware of their existence.  
As a consequence CAD models of even simple components end up being defined by many feature 
parameters, and complicated models are defined by thousands of parameters.  For models such as 
these it is impossible for the designer to know the shape change that will occur due to changing each 
parameter in the model, especially if they are not aware of the purpose or existence of many of the 
parameters.  The challenge is even greater if the model is to be modified by someone other than the 
creator of the model, which is common.   

One of the benefits of the approach presented here is that every parameter in the model is 
considered for use as an optimization variable, without the need for the user to understand the effect 
of the parameter on the model.  Not only does this eliminate the time required to select appropriate 
optimization parameters, but the design space for the optimization is kept as large as possible.  It also 
means a less experienced designer can carry out the optimization as no skill or engineering judgment 
is required to select the subset of parameters to use. 

In this work the values of the parameters were automatically perturbed using the Visual Basic API 
for CATIA V5, which gave access to all of the parameters in the model.  When optimizing a parametric 
CAD model using the approach described here, certain parameter types are not suitable for use as 
optimization variables.  Parameters which should be excluded are those which: 

• do not have real number values (for example parameters with integer, Boolean or string 
values).  The optimization procedures described in this work are only suitable for parameters 
with continuously variable values. 

• are controlled by design tables or formulae based on other parameters.  Parameters controlled 
by other parameters or formulae are part of the design intent of the CAD model and cannot be 
independently varied. 

• cause the model not to update when perturbed.  This will occur if the parameter change 
invalidates the model.  Clearly parameter ranges which have this effect should not be used in 
optimization workflows if the process is to be robust. 

All of the different issues which mean that a certain parameter is not suitable for use as an 
optimization variable are identified using the script which perturbs the parameters.  The parameter 
type, and whether its value is controlled by another parameter are attributes of the parameter, which 
can be accessed through the scripting interface.  Also, the fact the model does not update successfully 
after a parameter perturbation can be identified by a call on the scripting interface, at which point the 
offending parameter value can be reset to its original value, and the model recomputed. 
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3 ADJOINT SENSITIVITY MAPS 

The approach in this paper makes use of adjoint solutions to compute parametric sensitivity.  Adjoint 
methods are not new, and no new work is contributed to this field in this paper.  Rather an approach is 
presented which allows adjoint results to be used to efficiently and robustly improve the performance 
of the components the CAD geometries represent.  The sensitivity approach presented here makes use 
of an adjoint sensitivity map.  The sensitivity map is the results from an adjoint analysis on a surface 
mesh of the boundary of the model.  This surface mesh information can be extracted from adjoint 
analysis results for the 3D model.  A contour plot of the sensitivity map information for an automotive 
air duct is shown in Fig. 1.  As the sensitivity map results from an adjoint analysis, for each element in 
the surface mesh, the sensitivity map allows the change in objective function due to a small outward 
movement of the meshed boundary at its location to be predicted. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  An adjoint sensitivity map for a duct. 

 

The advantage of adjoint analysis for models with a large number of design variables is that after the 
initial analysis only one adjoint analysis is required for each set of optimization constraints to 
generate the sensitivity map.  For special cases where the primal and adjoint solutions are equivalent 
(described as being self-adjoint) the adjoint load case is not even required.   

The change in objective function (∆J) caused by perturbing the value of each parameter is predicted 
here using the boundary method for design sensitivity described by Choi and Kim [8].  In shape 
sensitivity analysis the shape of the domain is changing in such a way that material can be considered 
as flowing in to, or out of the domain.  The boundary method allows the performance measure, J, to be 
expressed in terms of the design velocity of the boundary of the model.  This allows the sensitivity of 
performance to shape change to be described as an integral over the domain boundary of a scalar 
measure derived from the primal and adjoint solutions, and the normal component of design velocity. 

The expressions for boundary sensitivity derived in [8] require a number of terms relating the problem 
to the boundary movement and external influences (for example in FEA external influences might 
include external loading and restraints).  For special cases where the boundary of the model does not 
move in the region of these influences, the change in objective function (∆J) is calculated over the 
boundary (A) as 

∫−=∆
A

ndAVJ φ ,             (3.1) 

where V
n
 is the parametric design velocity and ϕ is the sensitivity value.  Eqn (3.1) assumes the change 

in performance in response to a design velocity is first order, which is valid for small boundary 
movements which are continuous over the boundary, such as are the focus of this work.  The 
sensitivity map in Fig. 1 shows that to reduce the objective function for the component the model 
boundary needs to move outwards most in the red/green regions, and that movement in the 
blue/purple regions will have negligible effect. 

The difficulty in using the adjoint approach to optimize a CAD model is determining which 
parameters need to be modified to cause the boundary of the model to move outwards in the locality 
of the regions of highest sensitivity.  Section 4 describes an approach which allows the boundary 
movement associated with a parameter change to be computed in a time several orders of magnitude 
lower than the analysis time.   
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4 DESIGN VELOCITY 

Design velocity, V
n
, is a measure of the normal displacement of the model boundary caused by an 

operation on the CAD model.  The term parametric design velocity is used to refer specifically to the 
boundary movement caused by changing a parameter value.  For this work each parameter was 
perturbed by 1mm which was small compared to the overall size of the model, but this was reduced 
automatically if any surface displacement was significantly larger than this.  In Fig. 2 the design 
velocity at a number of points on the boundary of a CAD model due to a parameter perturbation is 
displayed using red arrows.  The arrows represent the unit normal of the boundary scaled by 
magnitude of design velocity at their position. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Surface normal vectors scaled by design velocity. 

 

The use of design velocity for optimization is already established, and is usually computed for meshes 
of the boundary [20], or directly from the geometric CAD model [13].  Choi and Chang [7] summarize 
and evaluate the four most common approaches to computing design velocity from the shape of the 
model.   

Two issues hamper existing approaches to computing design velocity. The first is the ‘persistent 
naming problem’ [14], where the labels used to identify the faces in the model change during the 
regeneration of a CAD model.  Where design velocity was determined by computing the position of a 
point on a face with a particular label, the wrong position is calculated if the face the label points to 
changes as a result of the perturbation.  In Fig. 3(a) a sliver face with a particular entity label is shown 
shaded red.  In Fig. 3(b), which shows the same region of the model after a parameter perturbation, the 
same entity label now relates to a different face, shown bounded in red.  The corresponding original 
face, shown bounded in orange, has a new label. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Face labels changed due parameter perturbation.  The shaded faces in (a) and (b) have the same 
ID, even though they represent different regions of the model. 

 

The second issue is when the topology of the CAD model, or the natural mapping of a face, is affected 
by the perturbation of the geometry.  An example of a topology change is shown in Fig. 4.  Fig. 4(a) 
shows the unperturbed model, Fig. 4(b) shows the same region of the model after a parameter 
perturbation which has caused two new faces to be created, shown in blue. 
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Fig. 4. Topology change due to parameter perturbation. (a) unperturbed model (b) perturbed model 
with new faces created. 

 

Other geometry or meshed based approaches will only work for models where the topology of the 
model is unchanged after a parameter perturbation. Some researchers have elected not to work with 
the CAD geometry, but still make use of the CAD model parameters for optimization. Methods include 
determining the movement of the boundary by differentiating parametric expressions for the feature 
shapes based on the parameters in the construction history [1], or calculating the change in 
component performance due to a variation in parameter directly [5].  These approaches require access 
to the underlying CAD modeler kernel and are currently not available for all feature types, therefore at 
this time they cannot be utilized by a designer in industry.  In this paper the CAD modeling system is 
treated as a black box, where the parameters are inputs and the model shape is the output.  

The approach presented in this section for computing design velocity has proven robust and 
efficient.  The convention used here, and in [8], is that an outward movement of the boundary is a 
positive design velocity and an inward movement is negative.  For each point on the boundary of a 
component the design velocity can be computed using 

nVn
ˆ.∆p= ,               (4.1) 

where ∆p is the displacement of the point on the boundary due to the parameter perturbation, and n̂  

is the outward unit normal of the surface at the point.  Typically the variation in design velocity is not 
linear with respect to parameter variation, but in this work the size of the parameter variation is small, 
reducing the non-linear effects. 

Working directly with CAD geometry has proven computationally expensive.  This work is novel 
because design velocity computation was based on coarse meshes (a geometric faceting) of the original 
and perturbed models, which meant that topology changes and the persistent naming problem were 
no longer issues. 

When the model was perturbed the displacement of a point on the boundary was computed by 
comparing the geometric facetings of the unperturbed and perturbed models.  This involved 
projecting each bounding point in the coarse faceting of the unperturbed model onto the facets 
representing the perturbed component.  The position of the projection point was computed by 
projecting the point coordinate on the unperturbed model in the direction of the surface normal of 
unperturbed model at that point, and determining where the projection intersected with the facets in 
the perturbed model.  As the parameter perturbation was small the position of the closest projection 
point on the perturbed boundary was assumed to be the position of the original point on the 
perturbed boundary. The displacement at the feature bounding point due to the perturbation, d, was 
calculated as the difference between the coordinate values of the original point and its projection.  
This approach was carried out for the bounding vertices of all facets representing the unperturbed 
model. 

A KD tree closest point search algorithm [11] was employed to maximize the efficiency of the 
computation.  KD trees are efficient methods of storing data, allowing nearest neighbor searches 
based on coordinate values to be implemented quickly.  Within the procedures, for each facet 
bounding point in the unperturbed model, the closest facet bounding point in the perturbed model 
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was identified.  When determining which facet the unperturbed bounding point projects onto, one of 
the facets bounded by the bounding point returned by the KD tree was tested first.  If this projection 
failed a neighboring facet was tested, where the Barycentric coordinates [9] of the point on the 
unperturbed model relative to the facet being tested were used to determine which facet should be 
tested next.  Neighboring facets continued to be tested in this way until a successful projection onto a 
facet, facet edge or vertex was found allowing the displacement to be calculated.   

One further test to ensure the appropriate projection had been identified was to ensure the 
normal of the unperturbed boundary at the point that was projected is similar to the normal of the 
perturbed boundary at the identified projection point.  In this work the surface normals are said to be 
similar when 

2.0ˆ.ˆ >projectionoriginal nn                  (4.2) 

where originaln̂  is the unit normal of the unperturbed boundary at a point, and projectionn̂  is the unit 

normal of the boundary of the perturbed model at the projection point.  This allowed the 
displacement to be calculated for each of the vertices bounding the facets in the unperturbed model.  

If no facet was identified with a similar facet normal, or if a design velocity magnitude greater 
than the parameter perturbation size was computed for the closest facet with a similar facet normal, 
then the computation was attempted again with a reduced parameter perturbation size.  In this case a 
new faceting was created for the newly computed geometry and the test conducted again.  This was an 
attempt to overcome the difficulty with electing a suitable step size for this approach. 

When the KD tree returned a closest point with the same coordinate values it was assumed that 
the boundary did not move at this point.  Where three bounding points belonging to a facet are 
determined to have zero displacement it was assumed that the entire facet had not moved, and the 
design velocity for all sensitivity map elements associated with the facet were assumed to be 0. 

There are a number of facet formats available, most of which can be written from the majority of 
CAD packages.  For the work in this paper the VRML format was used.  Fig. 5 shows the design velocity 
computed using this approach for the model where the parameter perturbation has caused the entity 
labels to change, Fig. 5(a) for the model shown in Fig. 3, and where the parameter perturbation has 
caused the model topology to change, Fig. 5(b) for the model shown in Fig.4.  It is clear that there are 
no spurious design velocity vectors in these regions. 

 

Fig. 5.  Design velocity computation for models with (a) changing entity labels and (b) changing 
topology. 

5 ASSOCIATING SENSITIVITY MAP ELEMENTS WITH THE GEOMETRIC SHAPE 

As is shown in Eqn. (4.1) the dot product of the displacement at the element centroid by the element 
normal returns the design velocity of the element.  To associate the sensitivity map elements with the 
geometry in order to calculate the displacement, the position of each analysis element centroid was 
projected onto the faceting of the unperturbed model, using the same technique described in section 4 
to project the unperturbed facet bounding points onto the perturbed faceting.  The parametric 
position of the point on the closest facet in the unperturbed model with a similar normal was 
recorded.   
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The displacement at the centroid of each sensitivity map element was efficiently computed using 
the displacement of the corner nodes of the coarse mesh, d, calculated in section 4, and the parametric 
position of the point’s projection on the geometric facet from the unperturbed model.  The 
displacement of the centroid (∆p) was computed using 

)()( 1312 ddvddup −+−=∆        (5.1) 

where u and v are the parametric coordinates of the element centroid calculated for the unperturbed 
facet, and d

1
, d

2
 and d

3
 are the displacements of the vertices bounding the facets, calculated by 

subtracting the x, y and z coordinates of the point on the boundary of the unperturbed model from 
the closest point on the boundary of the perturbed model.  The fact design velocity is required at the 
element centroids for numerical integration, and away from the edges and vertices bounding a surface, 
means that the non-continuous design velocity measurements which may occur in these regions will 
not affect the approach. 

Fig. 6 shows the computation of the displacement at the centroid of the sensitivity map elements.  
The sensitivity map element is shown as the small green element at the center of the diagram, with the 
parametric positions of its centroid on the blue unperturbed facet defined by u and v.  Displacement 
was computed based on the projections of the bounding points of the associated coarse facet 
representing the unperturbed model, shown in blue, onto the perturbed model facets.  The only 
perturbed facet shown (in red) is that which point d3 of the unperturbed facet projects onto. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  The displacement of the centroid of the sensitivity map elements is based on the projections of 
the bounding points of the associated coarse facet. 

6 PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY 

Parametric sensitivity is the change in objective function due to the perturbation of a CAD parameter, 
and it allows the most important parameters for the purposes of optimization to be identified.  The 
change in objective function (∆J) caused by perturbing the value of each parameter is computed over 
the boundary (A) using Eqn. (3.1). 

For this work the adjoint analysis results were provided as a mesh over the boundary of the 
model, so the change in objective function is summed over the surface mesh, as shown in the 
quadrature approximation 

∑∫
=

−=∆

n

j
A

n
j

dAVJ

0

φ .     (6.1) 

The integral over each element in the sensitivity map can be evaluated numerically using 

∑ ∑
= =

−=∆

elementsn

j

samplesn

k

nkk
jkj

VwJ

0 1

φ               (6.2) 

where w
k
 is the weighting factor, and 

knkVφ is the product of the surface sensitivity and design velocity 

at k sampling points within each element, j.  In this work one sampling point at the centroid of each 
element was used, therefore the weighting factor was A

j
 (element area).   
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For each element in the sensitivity map: 
• the sensitivity at the element centroid ϕ is provided by the adjoint analysis.   

• the unit area A
j
 and normal n̂ at the centroid of each element in the sensitivity map can be 

computed using geometric considerations.   
• The displacement at each element centroid (∆p) can be computed for a parameter perturbation 

using the procedures described in sections 4 and 5. 

The change in objective function due to the parameter change is given by 

∑
=

∆−=∆

n

j

jj AnpJ

0

)ˆ.(φ .          (6.3) 

To compare the change in performance achieved by perturbing different parameters, the parametric 
sensitivity S is computed as the change in objective function due to the small change in parameter 
value ∆P, for which the design velocity was computed 

P

J
S

∆

∆
= .               (6.4) 

7 EXAMPLE PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS 

Parametric sensitivities were calculated for three different examples to demonstrate the generic 
application of the approach.  In examples 1 and 2 the objective function is strain energy which has the 
advantage that as it is self adjoint (i.e. the adjoint and primal solution are equivalent), an additional 
adjoint load case is not required, and the surface sensitivity is strain energy density over the surface.  
In example 1 the change in objective function is computed analytically for a cantilever beam for which 
one parameter controls the position of the top edge of the beam.  Example 2 is a parametric 2D CAD 
model of the cantilever beam used in example 1, with FEA used to compute the sensitivity map. 

In example 3 sensitivities are calculated for a parametric 3D duct of complex geometry. As the 
focus of this work is the ability to robustly use the CAD parameters for optimization, and not the 
adjoint solution, details of the adjoint computation are not included for this example. 

7.1 Example 1: Analytical Consideration of Strain Energy in a 2D Beam 

Consider the shape optimization of a plane stress model of a cantilever beam under the action of an 
end load, Fig. 7. The initial design was a cantilever of constant depth and was created as a simple 
boundary representation with four bounding edges.  The length of the beam (L) and the depth at the 
fixed end (d) are the dimensional parameters in the model. Geometric constraints ensured the bottom 
edge was kept horizontal, and the left and right edges were kept vertical.  The length was assumed 
fixed so the only free variable was the depth at the fixed end.  The beam was subject to a constraint of 
constant mass so that when the depth of the left hand side increased, the depth of the right hand side 
decreased by the same amount. 
 

 
Fig. 7.  A parametric cantilever beam, with one parameter, d, controlling the depth of the fixed end. 

 

As strain energy was the objective function (J), the sensitivity function (ϕ) was the strain energy 
density, given by  

E2

2σ
φ = .              (7.1) 

The bending stress, σ, along the top edge of the model is given by 
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23

)(6)(12

bd

xLP

bd

yxLP

I

My −
=

−
==σ         (7.2) 

where I is second moment of area and y = d/2.  Substituting Eqn. (7.2) into Eqn. (7.1) results in 

42

22
)(18

Edb

xLP −
=φ .           (7.3) 

The beam was constrained in such a way that perturbing the parameter (d) by a small amount (∆d) only 
caused design velocity along the top edge.  The consequence of the constant mass constraint being 
imposed on the beam was that the design velocity along the top edge could be expressed in terms of 
the parameter perturbation ∆d, as 

)2( xL
L

d
Vn −

∆
= .            (7.4) 

Substituting the expressions for ϕ and V
n
 into Eqn. (3.1), the change in objective function (∆J) due to a 

perturbation in the value of parameter d by ∆d is therefore given by 
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Integrating Eqn. (7.5) gives an expression for the change in objective function due to a perturbation in 
the parameter by ∆d.  The parametric sensitivity was calculated as 
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7.2 Example 2: 2D Stress Consideration of a Beam 

The cantilever beam shown in Fig. 7 was modeled and analyzed using the ABAQUS finite element 
analysis package.  A structured mesh comprised of 8 noded quadrilateral elements was used for the 
analysis, with 80 elements evenly distributed along the length of the beam and 8 through the depth.  
The analysis attributes were: L=10, P=1, b=1, d=1, E = 200000. 

The unperturbed model (∆d=0) was analyzed to establish the initial strain energy density 
distribution along the top edge of the beam.  As only the top edge of the cantilever beam was 
displaced by the perturbation, the sensitivity map consisted of the element edges on the top edge of 
the beam.  The strain energy density values at the mid-point nodes on the top edge of the model were 
recorded (80 values), and used as the sensitivity values for the sensitivity map for the analysis. 

The parameter controlling the depth of the fixed end was perturbed by ∆d.  Due to the nature of 
the mesh the x coordinate values for the mid side nodes remained constant, and the change in y 
coordinate represented the design velocity for each sensitivity map element.  This was because the 
edge normal was parallel to the y axis in the unperturbed model. 

The change in objective function was computed as the summation for each element of the product 
of: 

• length of the unperturbed element edge on the boundary (in this example 0.125)  
• design velocity for each mid-side node (represented by the change in y coordinate)  
• strain energy density computed at the mid-side node for the unperturbed model 

The summation of the ∆J values for each element was the change in objective function for the beam 
due to a perturbation of parameter d by ∆d.  The change in objective function was calculated for 5 
different magnitudes of perturbation (∆d = 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1). 

Fig. 8 compares the change in objective function due to increasing the depth at the fixed end of 
the beam with the magnitude of the parameter perturbation.  The datasets represent: 

i. ∆J Analytical - the analytical result derived in section 7.1, calculated using Eqn. (7.5). 
ii. ∆J FEA - a finite difference calculation which involved running a finite element analysis for 

each perturbed model, and subtracting the resulting strain energy for the perturbed model 
from the value computed for the nominal model.   

iii. ∆J Sensitivity - the parametric sensitivity approach, calculated using Eqn. (6.3). 
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Fig. 8.  Change in objective function with perturbation size for the analytical, sensitivity and finite 
element analysis considerations of a parametric cantilever beam. 

 

The sensitivity calculated from the design velocity and strain energy on the boundary accurately 
predict the change in performance for a small change in shape.  There is a difference of 1.7% between 
the value calculated using the sensitivity approach and the analytical approach.  As the size of the 
parameter perturbation becomes dramatically different to the value which was used to compute the 
parametric sensitivity value, the FEA results diverge from the analytical/sensitivity predictions 
because the nonlinear relationship between the design velocity and the parameter perturbation begins 
to have an effect.  It is worth noting that the sensitivity method required one analysis in total, whereas 
the conventional FEA required one analysis for the unperturbed model, and one for each perturbation 
size (i.e. 6 in total). 

7.3 Example 3: 3D CFD Consideration of an Air Duct 

Parametric sensitivities were computed for an industrial model of an automotive air duct, a region of 
which is shown in Fig. 1 along with its sensitivity map.  The sensitivity map used for this model was 
computed using OpenFOAM [17] and an in-house adjoint analysis code the details of which are outside 
the scope of this paper [18, 19].  It was provided as an OpenFOAM boundary mesh, with associated 
values representing the sensitivity value at the centroid of each element.  The red regions of the 
sensitivity map represent regions where an outward movement of the boundary would reduce the 
objective function.  As the sensitivity information is provided at the centroid of the element the 
change in objective function can be computed using Eqn. (6.3). 

A Visual Basic Script was written to implement the entire process and automatically compute the 
parametric sensitivity for each parameter in the model.  The design velocity was calculated as the 
inner product of the displacement vector and the face normal of the OpenFOAM element. 

The model shown in Fig. 1 is defined in CATIA V5 using 1015 parameters of which 174 have real 
values and are suitable for use in a sensitivity analysis.  In practice optimization of this model would 
possibly be attempted using only 5 manually selected parameters.  One conventional CFD analysis of 
the duct had a computation time of about 3 hours on 8 CPUs, meaning a traditional finite difference 
approach, requiring an individual analysis for each parameter perturbation would have required in 
excess of 15 hours for the 5 selected parameters, and in excess of 3048 hours (over 2 weeks) for the 
174 parameters.   

Using the sensitivity approach described in this paper, the initial analysis required 3 hours, the 
adjoint analysis required 3 hours computation time, and the calculation of design velocity and the 
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parametric sensitivities for all parameters in the model required 41 minutes.  Here the CFD analysis 
was carried out on a cluster with 8 CPUs whereas the computation of parametric sensitivities for all 
174 real value parameters (not just the selected parameters), were computed in 41 minutes (of which 
the design velocity computation required 6 minutes) on a standard Intel Pentium 4 workstation with 
3GB of memory. 

These values indicate that the approach presented can be used to calculate parametric sensitivities 
for all of the parameters in the model quicker than the finite difference approach can for the small 
number of selected parameters.  Not only is this approach more efficient, it has the potential to 
provide a much better performing component as more design variables can feasibly be used, and some 
may have higher sensitivity values than designer selected parameters.  There is the opportunity to run 
the design velocity computation, and to associate the sensitivity map elements to the coarse faceting 
in parallel with the computational or adjoint analysis.  This would mean the time required to compute 
the design velocity and the mapping will not impact on the parametric sensitivity computation time, 
providing it is less than the CFD+adjoint analysis times.  When the adjoint analysis is complete the 
sensitivity values for each sensitivity map element can be combined with the design velocity to 
compute parametric sensitivities in a very short time. 

8 COMPUTING PARAMETRIC CHANGES 

Once parametric sensitivities have been computed for all parameters in the model, they can be used to 
determine the optimum perturbation size to apply to each in order to produce the optimum change in 
shape.  The change in objective function due to small change in the value of any parameter can be 
computed using 

∑
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2211 .....         (8.1) 

Gradient based optimization approaches make use of sensitivity values to calculate changes in design 
variables.  In this work, to achieve the optimum movement of the boundary, the perturbations applied 
to each parameter were proportional to the parametric sensitivities calculated for each, (i.e. in the 
direction of steepest descent, [4]).  The vector of steepest descent in parameter space is computed as 

.....}{ 21 SSxP −=∆                      (8.2) 

where x is a multiplier applied to the parametric sensitivities calculated for each parameter.  The 
change in objective function due to changing the parameter values using the vector in Eqn. (8.2) is 
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One of the goals of this work was to predict the value of x required to achieve a given change in 
performance.  Shape sensitivity is accurate for small parameter perturbations, so the objective here is 
to calculate a parameter perturbation which keeps the predicted change in objective function small.  
The multiplier x to achieve a fractional change in performance ε∆J can be estimated using 
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Such a vector was computed to perturb the selected parameters for the air duct shown in example 3.  
Fig. 9 shows the duct before (in blue dashed lines) and after (in red solid lines) the parameters have 
been perturbed in the steepest descent direction.  In regions where no displacement has occurred the 
blue lines are hidden behind the red and are not visible.  Notice that the greatest displacement of the 
boundary is localized in the regions which are shaded red/green in the sensitivity map in Fig. 1.  This 
demonstrates that this vector has successfully caused the boundary to move most in the areas of 
highest sensitivity. 
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Fig. 9.  The air duct before (in blue dashed lines) and after (in red lines) the parameters have been 
perturbed along the steepest descent vector. 

 

Fig. 10 shows the correlation for an air duct, and compares the change in objective function predicted 
using the procedures in this paper to the change in objective function computed by a CFD analysis for: 

i. a perturbation of different amounts in the positive and negative directions along the steepest 
descent vector 

ii. a perturbation of the two parameters of highest predicted sensitivity to give no change in 
performance.  For this example one parameter was perturbed by an amount predicted to give a 
certain change in performance, and the other parameter was perturbed by an amount 
predicted to give the opposite change in performance. 

iii. Predicted and measured change in performance when selected individual parameters are 
changed by 1mm. 

The trend line in Fig. 10 shows the linear correlation between the predicted and actual results. 
 

 

Fig. 10.  The change in objective function predicted for an air duct against the change in objective 
function computed by a CFD analysis using the steepest descent vector and individual parameters. 

 
Through the course of this work it became apparent that the adjoint sensitivity map provided by the 
CFD computation was out by a factor of around 12.  This was identified by this work, and was 
subsequently proven using a number of methods.  Fig. 10 shows the good correlation between the 
performance change predicted in an automated way using the approach outlined in this paper, and the 
performance change calculated using CFD finite differences. 
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9 DISCUSSION 

The primary objective of this work was to automate the process of optimizing parameterized CAD 
models using of all of the real value parameters in the CAD model as optimization variables, and not 
just a subset of the parameters as is attempted in other research.  This includes parameters created 
with the feature by default, with no input from the designer.  The approach presented is applicable to 
any parameterized CAD model, and can be used with any feature based modeling system capable of 
writing facetted model approximations.  Significant advances have been made as a result of this work. 

It is the efficient and robust computation of design velocity for any real value parameter in a CAD 
model that is the primary benefit of this work. It is efficient because the geometric faceting to map the 
design velocity over the boundary can be significantly coarser than the analysis mesh used for the 
sensitivity map, allowing fewer projections to be used to compute surface displacement. Once the 
analysis mesh has been associated with the geometric faceting of the original model, the design 
velocity at any given analysis mesh element can be computed efficiently.  The approach presented is 
robust for even complex geometries, and is unaffected by the topology of the model changing and the 
persistent naming problem which cause other approaches to fail. 

Since the contribution to shape sensitivity is given by Eqn. (3.1), the required accuracy at the 
geometric faceting used to compute V

n
 depends on the values of the sensitivities on a given surface.  In 

areas where the sensitivity is large a denser faceting to resolve V
n
 more accurately is required.  Settings 

within the CAD system allow the facet density to be altered if required. 

Example 3 has demonstrated the significant reduction in analysis time achieved using the 
approach suggested here, therefore allowing all parameters to be considered.  Running the procedures 
described for all real value parameters, as opposed to just a subset, allows the most significant ones 
for optimization to be identified.  This is not feasible using other approaches due to the expense and 
difficulty of computing the sensitivity for each CAD parameter using finite differences and multiple 
CFD analyses.  Not only does considering all parameters have the potential to increase the amount by 
which the performance of the model can be improved, it saves the designer having to identify the 
parameters likely to be the most useful for optimization when preparing the CAD model.  This will 
reduce the model preparation time and the knowledge required by the designer.  The approach can be 
applied to any CAD model and any type of feature, including complex constructions and blends such 
as can be seen in Fig. 1. 

Once sensitivities have been calculated for all parameters a more efficient optimization process 
can be achieved by only perturbing the parameters which have the highest parametric sensitivity 
values.   

Predictions based on the sensitivity map are not valid for large perturbations in shape.  In practice 
if a suitable reduction in objective function is not obtained after a first iteration, where parameters are 
perturbed by a small amount, a new sensitivity map should be created for the perturbed geometry by 
carrying out another analysis.  Although this adds expense it is necessary to be able to compute 
changes in performance accurately.  Using this approach the optimum parameter values should be 
identified after a number of iterations. 

The example models demonstrate a good correlation between the predicted value for change in 
objective function using the sensitivity approach presented here, and the change in objective function 
computed analytically or using computational analysis.  Also demonstrated is the use of parametric 
sensitivity values to perturb the model in such a way as to produce no change in performance. 

10 CONCLUSIONS 

From this work it can be concluded that: 
• The approach can be used to calculate parametric sensitivities for CAD models in significantly 

less time and with a lower computational requirement than traditional approaches. 
• Coarse facetings of the geometries and the KD tree enable the efficient computation of design 

velocity and parametric sensitivities even when the topology of the boundary of the CAD 
model changes. 
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• A vector in parameter space can be computed of the parametric sensitivity values for all of the 
parameters. This can be used to simultaneously perturb all of the parameters in the model to 
achieve the greatest performance improvement. 

• The parametric sensitivities can be used to choose the best parameters for a detailed 
optimization study. 
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